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Teaching Philosophy Statement – Lily Twining 
  

As an ecologist, I aim to teach my students not only what scientists know, but also how 
scientists think. I have taught a range of courses for undergraduate and graduate students in 
ecology and environmental science and I believe that problem-solving, critical thinking, and 
writing are the most important general skills for all of my students to learn no matter what level 
they are at or what type of career path they aspire to. It is my job not only to teach all of my 
students about longstanding ecological principles and environmental solutions, but also to imbue 
them with a logical process for developing new principles and future solutions.  

Today, much of the course material and many of the studies that I cover in my classes are 
freely available online. I see it as my job to serve not as a conduit of otherwise inaccessible 
information, but as a guide through the ever-growing wealth of data and scientific studies. My 
goal is for my students become critical consumers of scientific information by learning to read 
past the abstract of published studies ask whether or not the authors have presented enough 
evidence to make their claims. Two methods that I have to train my students in this skill are: 1) 
guided literature reports (ex. find a study about lake mixing, summarize, and evaluate it) for 
students in lower-level classes who are just learning to navigate the primary literature and 2) 
annotated bibliographies (ex. summarize and evaluate key citations related to your research 
project question) for upper-level students. I also encourage my students to learn more about the 
history of ecology by asking them to go back and find the earliest references behind major 
ecological principles, not just the latest meta-analysis. 

In training future scientists, I have found that my students learn best through active-
learning and guided self-discovery in the field or lab. As a master’s student at Yale, I co-taught 
Ecosystem Ecology, a field-based course introducing students to concepts and methods in 
ecological research. The course included three units in different local ecosystems (saltmarsh, 
coastal forest, and lake) as well as also an independent project. For many students, this project 
represented the first time that they had been tasked with coming up with and answering their own 
research question. I helped my students develop and implement their own projects by guiding 
them through all of the stages of research. I helped my students develop and implement their 
own projects by guiding them through all of the stages of research: 1) reviewing the literature 
and finding a manageable question to ask in local ecosystems, 2) learning and applying new 
methods to answer that question, 3) analyzing and interpreting their data in the context of other 
studies, and 4) presenting that data to their peers through a brief conference-style presentation to 
their classmates as well as final report written in manuscript format. 

At Cornell, I have continued to develop my expertise in courses with field and lab 
components through courses in Stream Ecology and Limnology. Throughout the semester, my 
Stream Ecology students learned about major concepts in lecture and then investigated these 
concepts for themselves each week at either a forested and urban stream reach. I also supervised 
my students’ multi-week group projects on differences in leaf-litter breakdown rates between 
streams and between tree species. At the end of the semester, my students compared and 
contrasted their findings at their two study sites in a final manuscript-style report. In their final 
report, my students built upon both technical feedback (i.e., Were data analyzed correctly and 
were findings interpreted in the context of class concepts logically?) and editorial feedback (i.e., 
Were figures correctly labeled and easy to interpret and were reports clearly written?) from past 
lab reports and synthesized what they had learned through the course.  
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As a teaching assistant for Limnology, I guest-lectured, supervised field and lab 
exercises, and graded coursework. Each week students completed lab reports, which I allowed 
them to revise for partial credit after meeting with me to go over what they had struggled with. 
This incentivized students to do well on assignments the first time around, but also encouraged 
them to learn from their mistakes. In addition to bringing my students out into the field to learn 
about local lakes and ponds, I also tasked my students with going into the primary literature to 
learn more about their favorite freshwaters through a series of literature reports. I provided 
feedback throughout this process by first approving their selected study, then going over a draft 
set of notes, and finally grading their final report. 

In both of the lecture-based courses I taught at Cornell, I expanded upon the lead 
professors’ lecturing styles by employing more active teaching methods during my guest 
lectures. For example, I brought in plain (higher carbon to nitrogen ratio and lower in protein) 
and peanut chocolate candies (lower carbon to nitrogen ratio and higher in protein) to get my 
students to think about ecological stoichiometry and food quality. I then asked my students to 
relate what they’d inferred about food quality to select which type of candy different animals 
might chose based on their own nutrient needs. It might have seemed silly at the time, but my 
students all performed especially well on the tricky food quality question that I put on their 
exams. I look forward to bringing other aspects of active-learning, such as think-share-pair 
exercises, to encourage students to learn from each other and in-class surveys to assess student 
comprehension and concept retention, into my own classroom as a faculty member. 

I believe that writing is a hugely under-appreciated skill among many of the science 
majors that I teach and interact with. At least half of what we do as scientists involves writing 
and editing: writing grants, reports, manuscripts, and recommendation letters as well as 
reviewing and editing others’ work. Too many science students have learned to write in clunky 
passive voice-filled prose and many think that it makes them look smarter to use discipline-
specific jargon. Instead, these writing habits makes science more difficult for everyone, scientists 
and lay people alike, to understand. On writing assignments early in the semester I make clear 
what I expect by explaining what passive voice and excessive jargon are because many students 
are simply unaware and then providing examples of how to avoid each of them.  

In all of my classes I provide my students with rubrics and detailed feedback so that they 
know exactly why they got the points that they did and what they need to do next time to 
improve. I also favor giving my students a diversity of smaller assignments that require them to 
synthesize and build upon knowledge gleaned throughout the course instead of having two to 
three large exams that promote cramming. I prefer to have my students use ideas from lecture to 
interpret their own data in lab report or assess the novelty of findings from the primary literature 
because this is what they will be tasked with doing in their future careers. 

Ecology as a field has a striking lack of diversity, which I have worked to solve in many 
ways (see Diversity Statement). I have studied inclusive teaching practices and work to bring 
them into my classroom so that all students feel welcome and supported in their academic 
development. In my first class of the semester, I survey students about their motivations and 
course preparation so that I can understand why each student is in my class and what sort of 
previous experience they have. To help prevent imposter syndrome and stereotype threat from 
creeping into my classroom, I emphasize early on that a desire to learn about ecology is much 
more important than any previous experience and that any student can do well in my class if he 
or she is an active participant. I also make sure that my under-represented students are aware of 
special opportunities for them to engage in undergraduate research experiences. 


